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Nicola Pitt helps individuals & organisations
achieve their career & business goals through
inspiring & effective workshops, facilitation &
coaching.
 
Nicola is a qualified coach, Master Practitioner in
Neuro-Linguistic Programming & a Clinical
Hypnotherapist. This enables her to tailor a
personalised approach for her clients from a range
of powerful tools & techniques, to get the best
results.

Coaching
Nicola works 1:1 to help individuals upskill, get clarity and better results,
resolve issues with stress, productivity or feeling overhwelmed, or to
overcome emotional or mindset blocks.

Workshops
Nicola is a highly-experienced facilitator who can deliver your courses or design
& deliver her own. Nicola offers 90 minute, half or full-day workshops & can
adapt them to your particular needs. Here are some sample topics:

N I C O L A  P I T T

Enhance relations with clients & colleagues immediately. Adopt dynamic
techniques to  get life & work in harmony & elminiate stress on the way.

The Sress Buster

NLP - the what, where, how & why
Improve your life instantly. Discover startling NLP techniques to revolutionise
your efficiency, happiness & results.

Manageable Me
Boost productivity & efficiency at work now. Learn powerful time management
techniques, improve your output & feel happy.

Your Language Your Life

Listen, Listen!

Breakthrough to a powerful new you by changing your language now.
Experience simple techniques to enhance relationships immediately.

Work more effectively with colleagues & clients alike by listening. Re-gain the
lost art of rapport building & listening with potent & effective methods.



T: +44 7779 727 387
E: nicola@nicolapitt.co.uk
W: www.nicolapitt.co.uk
www.linkedin.com/in/nicolapittcoach

N I C O L A  P I T T

Nicola has over a decade of experience
enabling people, individually and in teams, to
fulfil their professional potential without feeling
stuck, overwhelmed or uncertain.
 
A Chartered Physiotherapist by background,
Nicola understands the physical impact of
pressure and how it can slow success or stop
careers altogether. Nicola uses a range of
methodologies to bring out the best that
individuals and teams can offer so they can
operate at their best in all contexts. 
 
Nicola brings her medical expertise alongside
years of supervising, mentoring and
empowering individuals to help everyone
succeed.

‘Thank you Nicola for your knowledge, insight, and skill to help me unpick seemingly
complicated career decisions. This gave me a roadmap, tangible chunks, and generally
a way ahead with positivity and ‘lifted the fog’. As a senior leader this was invaluable
time and reflection which Nicola delivered with compassion and skill. Thank you!’  
Aimee Robson, Allied Health Professional Clinical Advisor, NHS Improvement

'I was part of a team who participated in a series of Lunch & Learn sessions with Nicola.
The sessions were enjoyable, engaging and dynamic, offering a new perspective on the
ways in which we interact and collaborate in the workplace.
 
Everyone who participated in the sessions came away with tangible, relevant guidance
and advice that could readily be applied within the day-to-day working environment
and the topics were discussed at length in the office in the weeks following the
sessions.'
Ashley Lawrence, Senior Communications Manager, Royal Mail

''An excellent approach to NLP and how to apply it in a healthcare setting. Thank you.'
Ruth Ball, Head of Organisational Development & Learning, Moorfields Eye Hospital


